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Repairnator is a bot. It con-
stantly monitors software bugs
discovered during continuous in-
tegration of open-source software
and tries to fix them automat-
ically. If it succeeds to syn-
thesize a valid patch, Repairna-
tor proposes the patch to the
human developers, disguised un-
der a fake human identity. To
date, Repairnator has been able
to produce 5 patches that were
accepted by the human develop-
ers and permanently merged in
the code base. This is a mile-
stone for human-competitiveness
in software engineering research
on automatic program repair.
Program repair research pursues
the idea that algorithms can replace
humans to fix software bugs [4]. A
bug fix is a patch that inserts, deletes
or modifies source code. For example,
in the following patch, the developer
has modified the condition of the if
statement:
1 - if (x < 10)
2 + if (x <= 10)
3 foo();
A program repair bot is an ar-
tificial agent that tries to synthesize
source code patches. It analyzes bugs
and produces patches, in the same
way as human developers involved in
software maintenance activities. This
idea of a program repair bot is dis-
ruptive, because today humans are re-
sponsible for fixing bugs. In others
words, we are talking about a bot
meant to (partially) replace human
developers for tedious tasks.
When a bot tries to achieve a task
usually done by humans, it is known
as a human-competitive task [1]. The
empirical evaluations of program re-
pair research [3] show that current
program repair systems are able to
synthesize patches for real bugs in real
programs. However, all those patches
were synthesized for past bugs, for
bugs that were fixed by human devel-
opers in the past, usually years ago.
While this indicates the technical fea-
sibility of program repair, this fails to
show that program repair is human-
competitive.
Human-competitiveness
To demonstrate that program repair
is human-competitive, a program re-
pair bot has to find a high-quality
patch before a human does so. In
this context, a patch can be consid-
ered to be human-competitive if it
satisfies the two conditions of time-
liness and quality. Timeliness refers
to the fact that the system must find
a patch before the human developer.
In other words, the prototype system
must produce patches in the order of
magnitude of minutes, not days. Also,
the patch generated by the bot must
be correct-enough, of similar quality
– correct and readable – compared to
a patch written by a human. Note
that there are patches that look cor-
rect from the bot’s point of view, yet
that are incorrect (this is known as
overfitting patches in the literature
[6, 3]). Those patches are arguably
not human-competitive, because hu-
mans would never accept them in
their code base.
Consequently, for a patch to be
human-competitive 1) the bot has to
synthesize the patch faster than the
human developer 2) the patch has to
be judged good-enough by the human
developer and permanently merged in
the code base.
There is one more aspect to con-
sider. It has been shown that hu-
man engineers do not accept contri-
butions from bots as easily as con-
tributions from other humans, even
if they are strictly identical [5]. The
reason is that humans tend to have
a priori biases against machines, and
are more tolerant to errors if the con-
tribution comes from a human peer.
In the context of program repair, this
means that developers may put the
bar higher on the quality of the patch,
if they know that the patch comes
from a bot. This would impede our
quest for a human-competitiveness
proof in the context of program repair.
To overcome this problem, we have
decided early in the project that all
Repairnator patches would be pro-
posed under a fake human identity.
We have created a GitHub user, called
Luc Esape, who is presented as soft-
ware engineer in our research lab. Luc
has a profile picture and looks like a
junior developer, eager to make open-
source contributions on GitHub. Now
imagine Repairnator, disguised as Luc
Esape proposing a patch: the de-
veloper reviewing it thinks that she
is reviewing a human contribution.
This camouflage is required to test
our scientific hypothesis of human-
competitiveness. Now, for sake of
ethics, the real identity of Luc has
been disclosed on each of his pull-
requests.
Automatic Repair and Con-
tinuous Integration
Continuous integration, aka CI, is the
idea that a server compiles the code
and runs all tests for each commit
made in the version control system of
a software project (e.g. Git). In CI
parlance, there is a build for each com-
mit. A build contains the information
about the source code snapshot used
(e.g. a reference to a Git commit),
the result of compilation and test ex-
ecution (e.g. fail or success), and an
execution trace log. A build is said
to be failing if compilation fails or at
least one test case fails. It has been
shown that approximately one out of
4 builds fails, and that the most com-
mon cause for build failure is a test
failure [8].
The key idea of Repairnator is to
automatically generate patches that
repair build failures, then to show
them to human developers, to fi-
nally see whether those human de-
velopers would accept them as valid
contributions to the code base. If
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Date Contribution Developer comment
Jan 12, 2018 aaime/geowebcache/pull/1 “Thanks for the patch!”
Mar 23, 2018 parkito/BasicDataCodeU[...]/pull/3 “merged commit 140a3e3 into parkito:develop”
April 5, 2018 dkarv/jdcallgraph/pull/2 “Thanks!”
May 3, 2018 eclipse/ditto/pull/151 “Cool, thanks for going through the Eclipse process and
for the fix.”
June 25, 2018 donnelldebnam/CodeU[...]/pull/151 “Thanks!!”
Table 1: Human-competitive contributions on Github: patches synthesized by the Repairnator robot and accepted by
the human developer.
this happens, that would be evidence
of human-competitiveness in program
repair.
This setup –automatically repair-
ing build failures happening in contin-
uous integration – is particularly ap-
propriate and timely for the following
reasons. First, build failures satisfy
the core problem statement of test-
suite based program repair [4], where
bugs are specified as a failing test-
cases, and those failing test cases are
used to drive the automated synthe-
sis of a patch [4]. Second, it allows
comparing the bots and humans on a
fair basis: when a failing test is dis-
covered on the continuous integration
server, the human developer and the
bot are informed about it, at the exact
same time. This test failure notifica-
tion is the starting point of the human
vs. bot competition.
Repairnator’s focus on build fail-
ures is unique, but it fits in the big
picture of intelligent bots for software
[2]. For instance, Facebook has a tool
called SapFix that repairs bugs found
with automated testing. Also related,
the DARPA Cyber Grand Challenge
bot attackers and defenders try to be
human-competitive with respect to se-
curity experts.
Repairnator in a Nutshell
In 2017-2018, we have designed, im-
plemented and operated Repairnator,
a bot for automated program repair.
Repairnator is specialized to repair
build failures happening during con-
tinuous integration. It constantly
monitors thousands of commits be-
ing pushed to the GitHub code host-
ing platform, and analyzes their cor-
responding builds. Every minute, it
launches new repair attempts in or-
der to fix bugs before the human de-
veloper. It is designed to go as fast
as possible because it participates to
a race: if Repairnator finds a patch
before the human developer, it is
human-competitive.
Let us now give an overview of how
the Repairnator bot works.
GitHub Projects
Commits Builds with
failing tests
Travis CI
List of
projects
Repairnator Bot
CI Build Analysis
Bug Reproduction
Patch Synthesis
Patches collected
repair data
(b) triggers builds
Developers
(k) analyzes
(d) list of builds
(f) list of reproduced 
bugs
(e) list of interesting 
builds
(c) configures
(j) proposes
patches
(h) archives
(i) analyzes and
confirms
Repairnator
patch analyst
Research
community
(g) produces
(a) create
commits
The primary input of Repairna-
tor are continuous integration builds,
triggered by commits made by devel-
opers (top part of the figure, (a) and
(b)) based on GitHub projects (a).
The outputs of Repairnator are two-
fold: (1) it automatically produces
patches for repairing failing builds (g),
if any; (2) it collects valuable data
for future program repair research (h)
and (k). Permanently, Repairnator
monitors all continuous activity from
GitHub projects (c). The CI builds
are given as input to a three stage
pipeline: (1) a first stage collects and
analyzes CI build logs (e); (2) a sec-
ond stage aims at locally reproducing
the build failures that have happened
on CI (f); (3) a third stage runs dif-
ferent program repair prototypes com-
ing from the latest academic research.
When a patch is found, a Repairna-
tor project member performs a quick
sanity check, in order to avoid wasting
valuable time of open-source develop-
ers. (i) If she finds the patch non-
degenerated, she then proposes it to
the original developers of the project
as a pull-request on GitHub (j). The
developers then follow their usual pro-
cess of code-review and merge.
Repairnator has to operate in a
given software ecosystem. Due to
our expertise with Java in past re-
search projects, the prototype imple-
mentation of Repairnator focuses on
repairing software written in the Java
programming language, built with
the Maven toolchain, in open-source
projects hosted on GitHub, which use
the Travis CI continuous integration
platform.
Expedition Achievements
We have been operating Repairnator
since January 2017, in three different
phases. During one month, in Jan-
uary 2017, we performed a pilot ex-
periment with a initial version of the
prototype. From February 1st, 2017
to December 31th, 2017, we ran Re-
pairnator with a fixed list of 14,188
projects, we call it “Expedition #1”.
From January 1st 2018 to June 31th
2018, Repairnator has monitored the
Travis CI build stream in real time,
we call it “Expedition #2”
The main goal of the pilot ex-
periment was to validate our design
and initial implementation. We found
that our prototype is capable of per-
forming approximately 30 repair at-
tempts per day, given our comput-
ing resources. More importantly,
this pilot experiment validated our
core technological assumptions: a sig-
nificant proportion of popular open-
source projects use Travis and the ma-
jority of them use Maven as build
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technology. This meant we would
have a fair chance of reaching our goal
of synthesizing a human-competitive
patch in that context.
During Expedition #1, whose re-
sults are presented in details in [7],
Repairnator has analyzed 11,523
builds with test failures. For 3,551
of them (30.82%), Repairnator was
able to locally reproduce the test fail-
ure. Out of 3,551 repair attempts,
Repairnator found 15 patches that
could make the CI build pass. How-
ever, our patch analysis revealed that
none of those patches were human-
competitive because they came too
late (Repairnator produced a patch
after the human developer) or were of
low quality (they made the build suc-
cessful coincidentally).
Expedition #2 is the successful
one. It has shown that program repair
technology has crossed the frontier of
human-competitiveness. Repairnator
has produced 5 patches that meet the
criteria of human-competitiveness de-
fined above: 1) the patches were pro-
duced before the human ones, 2) a hu-
man developer accepted the patches
as valid contributions, and the patches
were merged in the main code base.
The information about those five mile-
stone patches are shown in Table 1
and we now discuss the first of them.
The first patch merged by our pro-
gram repair bot was accepted by a
human developer on Jan 12th, 2018.
Here is the story: on Jan 12th 2018
at 12:28pm, a build was triggered
on project aaime/geowebcache1. The
build failed after 2 minutes of execu-
tion, because two test cases were in
error. Fourty minutes later, on Jan
12th 2018 at 1:08pm, Repairnator de-
tected the failing build during its reg-
ular monitoring, and started to run
the available program repair systems
configured in Repairnator. Ten min-
utes later, at 1:18pm, it found a patch.
On Jan 12th 2018, at 1:35pm, a
Repairnator team member took the
patch generated by Repairnator, and
validated the opening of the corre-
sponding pull-request on GitHub. On
Jan 12th 2018, at 2:10pm, the devel-
oper accepted the patch, and merged
it with a comment: “Weird, I thought
I already fixed this... maybe I did
in some other place. Thanks for the
patch!”. That was the first patch pro-
duced by Repairnator and accepted as
a valid contribution by a human devel-
oper, definitively merged in the code
base. In other words, Repairnator was
human-competitive for the first time.
After 6 more months of operation,
Repairnator has had 5 patches merged
by human developers, which are all
listed in Table 1.
Overall, the Repairnator project
has fullfilled its mission. It has shown
that program repair can be consid-
ered as human-competitive: Repair-
nator has found patches 1) before the
humans, 2) that were considered of
good quality by humans themselves.
The Future
In addition to showing that pro-
gram repair is human competitive, the
Repairnator project has provided a
wealth of information about bugs and
continuous integration, and about the
current shortcomings of program re-
pair research, presented in [7].
Let us dwell on one point in partic-
ular, the question of intellectual prop-
erty. On May 3rd, 2018, Repairna-
tor produced a good patch for GitHub
project eclipse/ditto. Shortly after
having proposed the patch, one of the
developers asked “We can only accept
pull-requests which come from users
who signed the Eclipse Foundation
Contributor License Agreement.”. We
were puzzled because a bot cannot
physically or morally sign a license
agreement and is probably not enti-
tled to do so. Who owns the intellec-
tual property and responsibility of a
bot contribution: the robot operator,
the bot implementer or the repair al-
gorithm designer? This is one of the
interesting questions uncovered by the
Repairnator project.
We believe that Repairnator pre-
figures a certain future of software de-
velopment, where bots and humans
will smoothly collaborate and even co-
operate on software artifacts.
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